Four Decision Points
for Board of Commissioners and Mayors and City Councils
to consider with proposed Order 5-20-136.

Areas highlighted in yellow in Order.

1. When does this go into effect? Proposed date is June 1, 2020 at the expiration of the current Order. Alternatives could include an earlier or later date.

2. Hotels / Motels – Limitations of 2 persons per bed and 2 per room. Could be eliminated or increased.

3. STRs/VRDs - Limitations of 2 persons per bed. Total dwelling occupancy limit of 6 persons. Could be restricted to persons from same household (family restriction removed). Could be left at current occupancy allowance per license.

4. Camping – Camping allowed June 1? Other restrictions (50% occupancy, distancing of tent spaces). Updated information on Oregon State Parks camping to be provided at meeting, but not currently ready to start reopening campgrounds at this time.

Other decision points not identified above?